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PARC Review: ParticipantsPARC Review: Participants

To date, participants from JAMSTEC, JMA, IPRC, To date, participants from JAMSTEC, JMA, IPRC, 
KORDI, KMA, CSIRO, and CSIO have expressed KORDI, KMA, CSIRO, and CSIO have expressed 
an interest in actively contributing to PARCan interest in actively contributing to PARC
There are several other international institutes There are several other international institutes 
that have expressed an interest in using a that have expressed an interest in using a 
regional center, besides the institutes above regional center, besides the institutes above 
these include NORI, SOPAC, and perhaps others.these include NORI, SOPAC, and perhaps others.

We will develop a comprehensive, accurate list; needs to be 
maintained



PARC Review: PIsPARC Review: PIs
USUS 11651165 Scripps, UW, NOAA, IPRC, NavyScripps, UW, NOAA, IPRC, Navy

JapanJapan 583583 JAMSTEC, JMAJAMSTEC, JMA

CanadaCanada 108108 MEDSMEDS

KoreaKorea 6868 KMA, KORDIKMA, KORDI

AustraliaAustralia 31 31 CSIROCSIRO

ChinaChina 2727 NMDIS, CSIONMDIS, CSIO

FranceFrance 2020

UnknownUnknown 1111

ChileChile 99

New ZealandNew Zealand 88 NIWANIWA

Costa RicaCosta Rica 22

MexicoMexico 11



PARC Review: PARC Review: DACsDACs
1.1. Coriolis (France)Coriolis (France)

http://http://www.coriolis.eu.orgwww.coriolis.eu.org//

2.2. MEDS (Canada)MEDS (Canada)
http://www.medshttp://www.meds--sdmm.dfosdmm.dfo--mpo.gc.ca/MEDS/Prog_Int/Argo/ArgoHome_e.htmlmpo.gc.ca/MEDS/Prog_Int/Argo/ArgoHome_e.html

3.3. JAMSTEC (Japan)JAMSTEC (Japan)
http://www.jamstec.go.jp/Jhttp://www.jamstec.go.jp/J--ARGO/index_e.htmlARGO/index_e.html

4.4. CSIRO (Australia)CSIRO (Australia)
http://http://www.per.marine.csiro.au/argo/index.htmlwww.per.marine.csiro.au/argo/index.html

5.5. AOML (US)AOML (US)
http://http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/ARGO/HomePagewww.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/ARGO/HomePage//

6.6. MOST/SOA (China)MOST/SOA (China)
http://http://www.argo.org.cn/english/china_argo/china.htmlwww.argo.org.cn/english/china_argo/china.html

7.7. KORDI, MOMAF, NFRDI, NORI, KMA (Korea)KORDI, MOMAF, NFRDI, NORI, KMA (Korea)
http://http://argo.metri.re.kr/argo.metri.re.kr/

All but BODC and INCOIS?

http://www.coriolis.eu.org/
http://www.meds-sdmm.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/MEDS/Prog_Int/Argo/ArgoHome_e.html
http://www.jamstec.go.jp/J-ARGO/index_e.html
http://www.per.marine.csiro.au/argo/index.html
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/ARGO/HomePage/
http://www.argo.org.cn/english/china_argo/china.html
http://argo.metri.re.kr/


PARC Review: MeetingsPARC Review: Meetings
The concept of a regional center for the Pacific was first The concept of a regional center for the Pacific was first 
discussed at a meeting at UH/IPRC in late June 2004 by discussed at a meeting at UH/IPRC in late June 2004 by 
JAMSTEC, WHOI, CSIRO, FNMOC, NODC and IPRC.JAMSTEC, WHOI, CSIRO, FNMOC, NODC and IPRC.

hydrobasehydrobase developmentdevelopment
CSIRO CSIRO q/cq/c proceduresprocedures

Second meeting at UH/IPRC in late August 2005 with Second meeting at UH/IPRC in late August 2005 with 
JAMSTEC and IPRC.JAMSTEC and IPRC.

Discussion and design of Pacific Argo Regional web pagesDiscussion and design of Pacific Argo Regional web pages

Third meeting in Tokyo, Nov 2005 with representatives Third meeting in Tokyo, Nov 2005 with representatives 
from Korea, China, Japan, Australia and the US.from Korea, China, Japan, Australia and the US.

Redesign of web pageRedesign of web page
Discussion of Discussion of argoargo productsproducts

Fourth meeting was just held in Fourth meeting was just held in AnsanAnsan (KORDI) with (KORDI) with 
Korea, US and JapanKorea, US and Japan

How to address the regional center activitiesHow to address the regional center activities



Tasks for Regional CentersTasks for Regional Centers
““Required activitiesRequired activities””::

1.1. Perform regional analysis of all the Argo data in the area Perform regional analysis of all the Argo data in the area 
to assess its internal consistency internally and compared to assess its internal consistency internally and compared 
to CTDto CTD

2.2. Provide feedbacks to PIsProvide feedbacks to PIs
3.3. Provide documentationProvide documentation

““Optional activitiesOptional activities””::
1.1. Prepare and distribute Argo data productsPrepare and distribute Argo data products
2.2. Provide scientific Q/CProvide scientific Q/C
3.3. Coordinate Argo float deploymentCoordinate Argo float deployment
4.4. Develop new Develop new q/cq/c tests for particular region if appropriatetests for particular region if appropriate
5.5. Compare Compare argoargo data with model outputdata with model output



Current ProcessCurrent Process

IPRC serving data/web servicesIPRC serving data/web services
JAMSTEC developing JAMSTEC developing climatologiesclimatologies
CSIRO/WHOI developing CSIRO/WHOI developing climatologiesclimatologies
All (?) All (?) DACDAC’’ss serving products of some serving products of some 
kindkind



PARC Activities: ProductsPARC Activities: Products

YoMaHa05 surface/deep velocities (IPRC)YoMaHa05 surface/deep velocities (IPRC)
Vertical grid/regional flags for modelers (IPRC)Vertical grid/regional flags for modelers (IPRC)
East Japan Sea trajectories and East Japan Sea trajectories and horizhoriz maps maps 
(KORDI)(KORDI)
Horizontal maps of T/s anomalies (JAMSTEC)Horizontal maps of T/s anomalies (JAMSTEC)

More from other groups?



Dataset of Deep and Surface 
Velocities from Argo

Hiroshi Yoshinari, Nikolai A. Maximenko, and Peter W. Hacker

Surface 
displacement

Subsurface
displacement

A global dataset for deep and surface 
current velocities has been computed from 
subsurface and surface displacements of 
Argo floats during  every 10-day float cycle 
(9 days at depth;  6−12 hours at  surface).





PARC Activities: PARC Activities: ClimatologiesClimatologies

SeHyD PacificSeHyD Pacific--wide climatology now wide climatology now 
available (JAMSTEC)available (JAMSTEC)
HydrobaseHydrobase (has been available on APDRC)(has been available on APDRC)

More from other groups?



PARC Activities: Product servingPARC Activities: Product serving

Products, model output, inProducts, model output, in--situ data served via situ data served via 
EPIC, TSANA, DCHART, DAPPER (IPRC)EPIC, TSANA, DCHART, DAPPER (IPRC)
Individual centers distribute mapsIndividual centers distribute maps

JAMSTEC: temperature/salinity anomalies, dynamic JAMSTEC: temperature/salinity anomalies, dynamic 
height, trajectories, temp/salinity on height, trajectories, temp/salinity on isopycnalisopycnal surfssurfs
KORDI: East Japan SeaKORDI: East Japan Sea
NMDIS: T/S, T/P waterfall plotsNMDIS: T/S, T/P waterfall plots
MEDS: lineMEDS: line--P comparisonsP comparisons
CSIRO: integration using CSIRO: integration using BlueLinkBlueLink ocean forecast ocean forecast 
systemsystem

Need to coordinate; inventory what is being done & where



Plot specific station

Plot/save 
along section



Select space/time 
range

Select variables

Select plot type

DCHART allows for web-
based browsing of in-situ data



















PARC Activities: OutreachPARC Activities: Outreach

Server technology, data sharing, product Server technology, data sharing, product 
development with South Pacific Island nations via development with South Pacific Island nations via 
SOPAC, PISOPAC, PI--GOOS, GOOS, PacIOOSPacIOOS (IPRC)(IPRC)
KK--12 education via fisheries schools in Japan 12 education via fisheries schools in Japan 
(JAMSTEC)(JAMSTEC)
Fisheries coordination in Korea (KORDI Fisheries coordination in Korea (KORDI –– NORI)NORI)



PARC Activities:  DMQC consistency PARC Activities:  DMQC consistency 
checkschecks

Not yet being doneNot yet being done……..



PARC Activities:  Future workPARC Activities:  Future work

Consistency checks between different DMQC Consistency checks between different DMQC 
methods to be done by JAMSTECmethods to be done by JAMSTEC
Outreach activities will continue (IPRC, JAMSTEC, Outreach activities will continue (IPRC, JAMSTEC, 
KORDI)KORDI)
Product developmentProduct development

GriddedGridded t/st/s for modelsfor models
Surface/deep velocities (updated)Surface/deep velocities (updated)
S. Pacific products as requested by SOPACS. Pacific products as requested by SOPAC

Integration of Integration of PIPI’’s/DACs/DAC’’ss (PARC web page)(PARC web page)
Future enhancements to data serving (for Future enhancements to data serving (for 
products, not RT or DM data; IPRC)products, not RT or DM data; IPRC)



Challenges to PARCChallenges to PARC

Many PIMany PI’’s, many s, many DACDAC’’ss, many interested , many interested 
countries.  So far, communication has been countries.  So far, communication has been 
limited; do PIlimited; do PI’’s need an RC?s need an RC?

Perhaps link through web page?Perhaps link through web page?
Need to engage PINeed to engage PI’’ss

Large region (too large?); institutes have their Large region (too large?); institutes have their 
own fociown foci

Perhaps focus on dynamicsPerhaps focus on dynamics
Marginal seas subset?  Adequate coverage?Marginal seas subset?  Adequate coverage?

Funding/manpower concernsFunding/manpower concerns
Need to leverage with existing funding or future Need to leverage with existing funding or future 
proposalsproposals



Challenges to PARC:Challenges to PARC:
Regional center purpose/utilityRegional center purpose/utility

Present view is the main purpose/function Present view is the main purpose/function 
of RCof RC’’s is to provide consistency checks on s is to provide consistency checks on 
DMQC data and give feedback to PIDMQC data and give feedback to PI’’ss

However, reality is participants are (for the However, reality is participants are (for the 
most part) not PImost part) not PI’’s nor are funded to provide s nor are funded to provide 
support to PIsupport to PI’’ss

One possible solution:  make RC functions One possible solution:  make RC functions 
““product drivenproduct driven””



ProductProduct--driven activities could:driven activities could:
Lead to development of Lead to development of climatologiesclimatologies
Compare Compare argoargo floats against other infloats against other in--situ datasitu data
Show utility of Show utility of argoargo to larger community, to larger community, 
including nations without floatsincluding nations without floats
Allow RC contributors to seek external fundingAllow RC contributors to seek external funding

Challenge is to determine:Challenge is to determine:
Who are the users (who should be the users)?Who are the users (who should be the users)?
What products would be most useful?What products would be most useful?

Question is who is not using Question is who is not using argoargo, and why not, and why not



1.1. Perform regional analysis of all the Argo data Perform regional analysis of all the Argo data 
in the area to assess its internal consistency in the area to assess its internal consistency 
and compared to CTD dataand compared to CTD data

Tentative agreement by JAMSTEC to do this activityTentative agreement by JAMSTEC to do this activity

2.2. Provide feedbacks to PIsProvide feedbacks to PIs
Perhaps post results to web, notify PIPerhaps post results to web, notify PI’’s of thiss of this

3.3. Provide documentationProvide documentation
All work will be documented on the web site (IPRC All work will be documented on the web site (IPRC 
maintenance)maintenance)

PARC Summary: required activitiesPARC Summary: required activities



1.1. Develop Develop climatologiesclimatologies
JAMSTEC JAMSTEC ““SeHyDSeHyD””, CSIRO/WHOI/IPRC , CSIRO/WHOI/IPRC ““HydrobaseHydrobase””

2.2. Prepare and distribute Argo data productsPrepare and distribute Argo data products
YoMaHaYoMaHa, model , model griddinggridding

3.3. Provide scientific Q/CProvide scientific Q/C
Unknown at this timeUnknown at this time

4.4. Coordinate Argo float deploymentCoordinate Argo float deployment
Unknown at this timeUnknown at this time

5.5. Develop new Develop new q/cq/c tests for particular region if tests for particular region if 
appropriateappropriate

Unknown at this timeUnknown at this time
6.6. Compare Compare argoargo data with model outputdata with model output

Will be done regionally at the IPRC, perhaps Will be done regionally at the IPRC, perhaps 
elsewhere; used in forecast model at CSIROelsewhere; used in forecast model at CSIRO

PARC Summary: optional activitiesPARC Summary: optional activities





Questions/TasksQuestions/Tasks

Essential task is internal consistency checking; is Essential task is internal consistency checking; is 
anyone doing this Pacificanyone doing this Pacific--wide?wide?
Associated with this, what products are being Associated with this, what products are being 
developed by PARC?  What will/should be developed by PARC?  What will/should be 
developed?  Links to other sites?developed?  Links to other sites?
Regional centers should take the lead in Regional centers should take the lead in 
developing developing climatologiesclimatologies; anyone doing this?; anyone doing this?
Peer review of DMQC procedures?Peer review of DMQC procedures?
Deployment planning?Deployment planning?
Outreach efforts?Outreach efforts?



PIs

Users

GDACs

DACs

floats

Products, q/c
checks, 
outreach, etc.

RCs

realtime

delayed
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